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(1) Each of thethree features represents anexponential saving insuccinctness of the representation, in a manner that is independent of the other two and additive with respect to them.
(2) Ofthethree, bounded concurrency isthestrongest, representing asimilar exponential saving even when substituted for each of the others.
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JOUT nal of the A>wuatxm for Corputmg Machmey Vd 41, No 3 Mq 1994. pp 517-539 on the relative merits of these, on their semantics, implementability, naturalness, etc. As far as assessing the fundamental savings that these models offer in the face of sequential models or in the face of each other, most of the work has been done in the standard framework of complexity theory, namely by evaluat- New processes can be spawned without limit as the computation proceeds (i.e., as the length of the input word grows).
The motivation for this paper (and its companions [Globerman and Harel 1994; Harel 1989; Harel et al. 1990; Hirst 1989; and Hirst and Harel 1994] [1981], and Kozen [1976] ). Indeed, regarding succinctness, it is well-known that NFAs are exponentially more succinct than DFAs, in the following upper and lower bound senses (see Meyer and Fischer [1971] , Rabin and Scott [1959] ).
- Chandra et al. [1981] , and Kozen [1976] ). These results also hold in both the upper and lower bound senses described,~so that if we denote nondeterminism by E and parallelism by A, these known results can be summarized as in Figure   1 . [Reisig, 1985] , CSP [Hoare, 1978] , CCS [Milner, 1980] , statecharts [Harel, 1987] "This work and ours were independent: the conference version of the present paper was also published m 1988 [Drusmslcy and Harel, 1988] .
Research then centers on the added expressible power of the resulting machines.
In contrast, our approach adds a new, independent, feature to finite automata, but one that does not introduce any new languages.
Research then centers on the added succinctness of the resulting machines.
Definitions
In this section, we define automata augmented with the E, A, and C features, and call them (E, A, C)-AUT, or sometimes just (E, A, C)-rrudzines. As special cases, if the A and C features are not present, the resulting E-AUT are simply NFAs. Similarly, (E, A)-AUT are AFAs, and 0-AUT are ones with none of the three features, and hence are simply DFAs. Let 2 be a finite alphabet.
An (E, A, C)-AUT &l is a tuple for some L1 >1, where each M, is a triple (Q,, q!,~1 More formally, a configuration of M is an element of Q1 x Qz x .0. x Q, x " Xtill indicating the state each of the M, is in, the input word and the position of M in the word. Clearly, m s Ixl must hold for any configuration (q,>..., q,, X, m). We say that a configuration c satisfies a condition y q r, if y evaluates to true when each symbol therein is assigned t~zle iff it appears in c. Thus, for example, the condition (q V p) A w r, where q, p = Q1 and r = Qz, will be satisfied by any configuration for which Ml is in state q or p, and M? is not in state r.
To define the behavior of M, let x = xl Xz """ xl, be a finite word over 2, and let t = (q, a, y, p) be a transition in Ml's transition table 8,. We say that t is applicable to a configuration c = (ql, ..., q,,, x, j), if xl = a, q, = q, and c satisfies y. A configuration (p 1,. . ., p,, X, m) is said to be a successor of c if for each i there is a transition (q,, XJ, y,, p,) E 8, that is applicable to c, and rn=j+l.
A configuration is existential if it satisfies the E-condition 0, otherwise it is uniwvmzl. It is accepting iff it satisfies the termination condition W.
7The definitions could have been given to include c-moves too, by taking 3, to be a finite subset of Ql X (~U q) X r X Q,, and modifying the other parts of the definitions accordingly. Our results all hold for this version too.
A computation of M on x E X* is defined in a way very similar to that of AFAs [Chandra and Stockmeyer, 1976; Chandra et al., 1981; Kozen, 1976] . It consists of a tree, each node of which is labeled with a configuration. it is a C-AUT. In some of the proofs later, we illustrate the construction of various machines using statecharts [Harel, 1987] , which can be viewed as employing the C feature in a more flexible way. In general, statecharts can be made to conform to the terms of the above definitions with at most a linear increase in size. Although we shall not prove this general claim here, the reader will be able to apply it easily to the examples we use. We extend the definitions of (E, A, C)-AUT to define acceptance over X", and call the resulting machines (E, A, C)-COAUT. The termination condition is enriched, so that, rather than a single formule W from r, we have a finite set of pairs of conditions A run over a word x = Zw, is an infinite sequence r of successive configurations, and inf( r ) is the set of configurations appearing in r infinitely often. We shall concentrate on two acceptance criteria, Rabin's [Choueka. 1974 : Rabin, 1969 ] and Streett's [1982] . First, assume for the moment that the machine M is deterministic (and total), so that there is exactly one run per input word x; call it rl. The two acceptance criteria are now defined as follows: We say that two (E, A, C)-oAUT are R-equivalent (respectively, S-equivalent) if they R-accept (respectively, S-accept) the same subset of X'.
We now define the exponential and multi-exponential gaps we are interested in establishing between the various kinds of machines. Let & be any subset of {E, A, C}. We denote by &AUT and &OAUT the classes of machines employing the features in g.
Definition.
Let &( and~z be any two subsets of {E, A, C}. We shall write gl~gl (respectively,~1~cz,~1~~z, or~1 :~z), if there is a polynomial p and a constant k > 1, such that, for any machine Ml = $1-AUT of size n there is an equivalent MZ G $2-AUT of size no more than p(n) (respectively,
Let~1 and $Z be any two subsets of {E, A, C}. We shall write fl 7 <z (respectively, <12 <Z, or gl A~z) if there is a family of regular languages L., for n >0, a polynomial p and a constant k > 1,such that L. is accepted by a machine Ml = fl-AUT of size p(f(n)) for some monotonicallyincreasing function f, but the smallest lfz q <Z accepting it is at least of size kf(") (respectively, kkf'n), or kk''')'). When a small R or S is added as a subscript to the arrows in these definitions, they are to be considered as applying to &tiAuT, rather than to &AUT, and to denote R-equivalence or S-equivalence, respectively.
Upper Bounds for the 2" Case
We first establish exponential upper bounds for the vertical arrows of Figure 2 .
(Among other things, this shows, of course, that concurrent automata accept only the regular languages. )
Let~be any subset of {E, A}. Then (~, C)~$.
PROOF.
We have to show how to remove the C feature with at most an exponential increase in size. The idea is simply to simulate the behavior of a (f, C')-AUT M by a g-AUT whose set of states is the ($, u, y,~) , where p* is as before, and y is a conjunction consisting of (i)~, for any existential q for which the original NFA M has a transition (q, m, p), and (ii) = q', for each universal q for which ill has a transition (q, u, p), and for any superscript~that has p in the position corresponding to o.
It is not too difficult to see that the total size of N is bounded by a polynomial in n. Actually, it is bounded by 0(rzm2 +' ), so that the degree of the polynomial depends on the size of the alphabet.q The simulation of (E, A) by (E, C) is dual. 
Lower Bounds for the 2* Case
In order to establish the exponential lower bounds represented in all the solid lines of Figure  2 , as well as the double-exponential ones implicit in the appropriate compound transitive paths, it suffices to establish the tripleexponential lower bound for the simulation of (E, A, C)-machines by deterministic finite automata (i.e., 0-AuT). All the aforementioned bounds then follow 'It E possible to avoid this-at the expense of making the construction a little more complicated -by using separate copies of and-states, one for each letter of the alphabet, before proceeding with a version of the above construction.
The details are omitted. [1971] shows that the smallest DFA accepting K,, has at least 2Z"
states. This is because, when the $ is reached, the automaton has to be able to have remembered any possible set of words of length 2n over {&O, &l}, and there are 2 'n such possibilities.
On the other hand, there is an (E, A, C)-AUT
of size 0(log2 n) that accepts K.. Figure 5 illustrates this, by way of a schematic description of an alternating statechart. Nondeterminism is utilized to guess which of the words in the initial sequence is the sought-for w. Then, in the left-hand side branch, universal branching is used to check, in parallel, that the n pairs of locations in the two alleged occurrences of w indeed contain identical 0/1 bits. Each such check is carried out using bounded concurrency as follows. The machine remembers the bit it is looking at (in the first occurrence of w), and in an orthogonal portion it counts up to n, suspending the count after consuming the rest of w (i.e., when a # is reached) and resuming it when the second alleged w is met (i.e., when the $ is reached). This will cause the machine to reach precisely the corresponding bit in the second occurrence of w, at which point the counting portion enters a special state OK. The checking component now enters a final state iff the bits are identical.
The right-hand side branch checks separately, in parallel, that both w's are of length n. Binary counters are used for these tasks, utilizing the ability of the C feature to simulate counting to n in base 2 using log n yes/no components; carries are simulated by the state-sensing mechanism of the conditions along transitions. See Figure  6 . The machine has O(log n) states, and the conditions in the counters can be each of length O(log n), yielding a total size of 0(log2n). 
PROOF.
We exhibit a family of regular sets, S., for n >0, such that each S.
is accepted by an (A, C)-AUT of size O(log n), but the smallest E-AUT accepting has at least 2'1 states. Define s,, = {W$w I w = {o, 1}"}.
The following simple argument shows that any NFA that accepts S,z must have at least 2" states. Given such an NFA, associate with each w in {O, 1}" a state, by choosing some accepting computation of the word w $ w and singling out the state reached after reading the first w. Call it q(w). Since there are 2" different w 's, if the automaton had less than 2" states there would be w + u with q(w) = q(u). It is easy to see that the word w $ LL would then be accepted.
In contrast, an (A, C)-AUT can be constructed to accept S., similar to the (E, A, C)-AUT in the proof of Proposition 6. It first uses AND-states to choose a symbol in the initial w to check. It then counts up to n + 1 with log n orthogonal components, causing the machine to reach the corresponding symbol in the second word; the checking itself takes a constant number of states. In parallel, similar counts are used to make sure that the two words are of length n. The case with E and A is proved similarly, using the complement of S,,. 1991] ). We leave this more satisfactory version to the reader; here we prove the bounds trivially using alphabets that grow with n. The following proposition covers all the cases:
There is a family of regular sets F., for n > 0, such that each F. is accepted by a DFA of size 0(n), but the smallest (E, A, C)-AUT accepting it is of size at least n.
We use simple one-word languages. Let F,, = {alaz "". a~}.
Even our most powerful machine,
an (E, A, C)-AUT, requires each of the al to appear on at least one edge, otherwise it can easily be shown to misbehave. A trivial DFA with n states accepts F.. Since the C feature adds an exponential amount of succinctness to a deterministic finite automaton, one would expect the standard decision problems to behave differently on C-AUT. This is indeed true.
It is possible to
show, for example, that the emptiness problem for C-AUT and the determinism problem for (E, C)-AUT are both PSPACE-complete, and that the equivalence problem for C-AUT is NP-complete. In contrast, of course, for DFAs these are in PTIME.
.
Upper BOLUKIS for the Z-Case
In this section and the next, we assume that our machines work on inputs from Z 0. The results are essentially as in the finite word case, but involve the two acceptance criteria, as illustrated in Figure 3 . (In the figure, lines with no R or S mark apply to both Rabin and Streett criteria. ) We make heavy use of the results of Safra [1988; 1992] We now dualize our Rabin A-wAuT, M', considering its states to be existential and its acceptance mechanism to be Streett. The new automaton S-accepts . Now, we apply Safra's [1992] (1) E~, C and A~s C;
(2) (E, A)~R(E, C) and (E, A)~s (A, C).
PROOF. Consider the claim E~~C. Given an E-COAUT of size n, we first carry out the easy transformation into an R-equivalent nondeterministic Buchi automaton, with at most a polynomial increase in size. The idea now is to implement Safra's construction [Safra, 1988] of an exponential-sized Requivalent @-WAUT using a polynomial-sized "data structure" that can be described and manipulated by a deterministic C-LOAUT of roughly the same polynomial size. The full details involve tedious programming of a complicated C-OAUT (e.g., a deterministic statechart ), and are omitted in favor of a high-level description. Let us go through the steps of Safra's construction. Denote by Q the set of states in the given Buchi automaton M. In the new deterministic machine N, the states are ordered trees, each node of which is colored white or green and is labeled with some subset of Q. These trees satisfy the following conditions.
The label of a node is a subset of the label of its parent, and the label of the parent, in turn, contains at least one state of Q not present in the labels of any of its child nodes. In this way, the union of the sets labeling the child nodes of any node is a strict subset of the set labeling the parent. Moreover, the sets labeling sibling nodes are pairwise disjoint. Consequently, the tree cannot contain more than IQ I nodes. The start state of N is the tree containing one white node only, labeled by {qf}}, the start state of M.
Here is how N behaves when in the state given by a tree T if the symbol it sees is a. It first colors all nodes of T white. Next, to any node whose label set intersects F-the set of accepting states of M-we attach a new child node labeled with the said intersection.
The new node is to be the rightmost (i.e., youngest) child. Now, the transition in the labels of more than one child of some node, we delete s from all those child nodes except the oldest (i.e., leftmost) one in which it appears. As a result, each state of Q that appears in the tree, appears along a unique path of nodes stretching from the root to some node. Any node whose label becomes empty as a result of these deletions is eliminated from the tree, together with its entire subtree. Finally, if, as a result of all of this, the set labeling some node becomes equal to the union of the sets labeling its child nodes, the child nodes are all deleted from the tree (together with their subtrees), and the node itself is colored green.
As shown in Safra [1988] , no more than 2n new nodes are ever created during a run of N, where n is the size of M, so that we can attach a unique name to each node from among 1, 2,. . . . 2n. The acceptance set of N is now taken to contain all pairs of the form (L,,, U,,), for L E {1,2,..., n}, where L,, is the set of trees that contain the node u colored green, and U, is the set of trees that do not contain L at all. That this construction works lies at the heart of Safra's proof. In the construction, the new deterministic automaton has the trees as states, so that its size is the number of possible trees (times the size of the names of the nodes), which is exponential in n. Our goal is to show how this very construction can be implemented by a C-OAUT of size polynomial in n. The basic idea is to construct the machine to maintain a complex set of orthogonal components that have the capacity to denote all possible trees and the labels and names of their nodes. Figure  7 contains a schematic statechart illustration of the main components in this machine.
There is a vertical row of components for each potential node of the tree, and, by the remark made earlier, we need at most 2n of them. During each step of the simulating machine, the nodes actually present in the current tree are all left-justified in the figure. Thus, since a node's place in the statechart is not fixed, we hold the name of the node explicitly. In addition, we have the color of each node, and the name of its parent. Finally, the set of states in Q labeling the node is kept too, using orthogonal yes/no components.
In addition to the information for each vertical node column, we maintain a . Figure  3 . The proof of E 4~C from part (1) involved implementing Safra's construction in [Safra, 1988] efficiently using the C feature. Similarly, proving the claim (E, A)~~(E, C) involves using the C feature to efficiently implement the proof of Proposition 14, the heart of which is Safra's construction in [Safra, 1992] (the (E, A)~~(A, C) claim will then also follow by duality).
As in the proof of Proposition 14, we first enrich the alphabet from 2 to 2, construct the polynomially-sized Rabin A-WAUT, and promptly view it as a Streett E-WAUT accepting some language L over 2'. We now have to mimic Safra's codeterminization procedure from Safra [1992] to obtain a polynomially-sized C-COAUT (e.g., a deterministic statechart) that R-accepts~. The proof here is in essence just as before. One carefully follows Safra's construction, using a "data structure" of polynomial size. This has to be done for the constructions in both Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 of Safra [1992] . In fact, in contrast to Safra [1988] , the formal constructions in Safra [1992] are preceded by informal descriptions in which the simulating machine is viewed as "a program with bounded memory and some infinitary acceptance condition" [Safra, 1992, Sect. 3] . Together with the points made in the proof of part (1) above, regarding ways to control the order in which changes are made in the "data structure" and to ripple triggers from one part thereof to another, the descriptions in Safra [1992] are sufficient to establish our claim. Here too we leave the programming details to the reader. PROOF. Recalling the sets K,t of Proposition 6, we take .1. to be simply K,, " O'. That a 0-OAUT requires 2Z" states to accept 1,, follows the same argument used for the finite word case, since, when the $ symbol is reached, the machine has to be able to have remembered any possible set of words of length n over {O, 1}. Also, to R-accept or S-accept .1,1 by a logarithmic-sized Let L G X' be a regular set, and let M be an (E. A)-COAUT of size n that R-accepts the~-regular set L .0 '". There is a 0-OJAUT N of size at most 2°~"~tilat R-accepts the set L' " O'. The same holds for S-acceptance. 
